
Here are a few notes on the Saturday May 14th 3 pole Pylon Racing 

 

!) Weather forecast was a little dubious but turned out fine with cloudy skies and a steady  

    southerly. 

 

2) A warm welcome to the three SASS pilots Rick Helgeson, Sherman Knight and Steve  

    Allmaras. 

 

3} Everyone had a good time with only one crash on the last heat of the day which resulted in  

     one broken prop. 

 

4) Good to see Sherman Knight back getting first place in his second heat by beating SASS 

     members Rick H and Steve A. Unfortunately, his first and last heat was a DNF and a DNS. 

     Must have something to do with the pilot that he added to his Rarebear cockpit.  

 

5) Young Ben Walzer was in fine form flying Roy’s Spitfire making Dave B work for his first 

     place by being constantly on his tail. We enjoyed his victory rolls particularly on his first  

     place win on the last heat of the day. 

 

6) We had to drag a reluctant Himanshu out to the racecourse, but he soon brightened up after he 

     beat Dave B over the finish line with a 1 minute 22 seconds. This despite a misaligned 

     thrust line. He complained he had to fight it all around the course. Congratulations on your 

     second place for the day Himanshu. We can hardly wait to see your times next month when 

     you fix your Rarebear motor alignment. I must mention that he did thank us for a really 

    enjoyable day of fun competition racing. 

      

7) Your position for the day and heat times are listed on the attachment. Your overall score for  

     the season is listed. After the next race day your worst score will be deducted. 

 

 8) Many thanks to our CD Russ Horsfall and pylon number one pylon judge Alastair, who as  

    usual ran a fine race event.  

 

9) Next race day will be Saturday June the 11th. 

 

     Roy for Russ Horsfall 3 pole Pylon Race CD 


